Your **definitive** source for quality pre-owned equipment.

**Artisan Technology Group**
(217) 352-9330 | sales@artisantg.com | artisantg.com

**Full-service, independent repair center**
with experienced engineers and technicians on staff.

**We buy your excess, underutilized, and idle equipment**
along with credit for buybacks and trade-ins.

**Custom engineering**
so your equipment works exactly as you specify.

- Critical and expedited services
- In stock / Ready-to-ship
- Leasing / Rentals / Demos
- ITAR-certified secure asset solutions

**Expert team | Trust guarantee | 100% satisfaction**

All trademarks, brand names, and brands appearing herein are the property of their respective owners.

Find the Excelitas / Perkin Elmer LS-1130-3 at our website: Click [HERE](http://www.artisantg.com)
Description

The 1100 Series Lite-Pac® Trigger Modules contain the socket interface and the high voltage elements necessary for operation of the Short Arc flashlamps. They are designed to operate from any 1100 Series supply. The Lite-Pac also contains EMI suppression circuitry to diminish radiated and conducted noise associated with high peak discharge currents. Epoxy encapsulation ensures overall operational and environmental stability as well as high voltage containment. Connections between the power supply and Lite-Pac® Trigger Module are made through shielded cables.

Several models of the 1100 Series Lite-Pac® Trigger Module are available which allow for various mounting configurations. For applications where long leads between the Lite-Pac® and power supply are required, the discharge capacitor is located within the Lite-Pac®. This insures the maximum transfer of energy into the flashlamp. When the discharge capacitor is located within the power supply or external to the Lite-Pac®, it is recommended the leads of the the Lite-Pac® be kept as short as possible to limit lead impedance.
1100 Series Lite-Pac® Trigger Modules

**FYD-1101 AND 11O4**

- Trigger input: 0.1 µfd @ 180 volts
- Discharge energy: 0.15 joules max.
- Discharge power: 10 watts max.
- Lead length: 12 inches (30.5) min.

![FYD-1101 AND 11O4 Diagram](image)

**FYD-1130**

- Trigger input: 0.1 µfd @ 180 volts
- Discharge energy: 0.25 joules max.
- Discharge power: 15 watts max.
- Lead length: 12 inches (30.5) min.

![FYD-1130 Diagram](image)

**FYD-1150 AND 1153**

- Trigger input: 0.1 µfd @ 180 volts
- Discharge energy: 0.5 joules max.
- Discharge power: 20 watts max.
- Lead length: 12 inches (30.5) min.

![FYD-1150 AND 1153 Diagram](image)

1100 Series Lite-Pac®/Power Supply Connections

- 1. Cable shielding designed to be grounded at power supply end of cable.
- 2. Metal case of Lite-Pac® has a separate ground lead which is independent of anode-to-cathode return and cable shielding.
- 3. The power supply chassis should be grounded to earth/system ground.
- 4. Lite-Pac® leads are a part of the discharge loop and should be no longer than necessary to minimize circuit impedance.
- 5. Lite-Pacs® with internal discharge capacitors are supplied with a single, integrated shielded cable.

Cd: Power supply internal discharge capacitor. PS 1105 is .005 µfd. PS 1110 and PS 1120 are 0.1 µfd.

Cd1: Additional capacitance that may be added external to the power supply if required.
### 1100 Series Lite-Pac® Trigger Modules with Internal Discharge Capacitor

Note: (1) Single, integrated shielded cable 12 inches (305) long minimum.
(2) 0.5 µfd internal discharge capacitor.
(3) Trigger input, discharge energy, and discharge power characteristics are the same as shown on the opposite page.

### 1100 Series Lite-Pac® Accessories

**Mounting Clamp, FYD-1150**

**Flashlamp Clamp/Shield, FYD-1150-B**

Part No. XP 0775

Part No. XP 0777
Outline Drawings or Specification Charts

\[
E = \frac{1}{2} CV^2 \quad \text{where:} \quad E = \text{Discharge energy (joules)} \\
C = \text{Capacitance (microfarads)} \\
V = \text{Discharge voltage (kilovolts)}
\]

\[
P_{AVG} = \frac{E}{F} \quad P_{AVG} = \text{Average power (watts)} \\
E = \text{Discharge energy (joules)} \\
F = \text{Flash rate (pulses per second)}
\]

\[
I_{PK} = \sqrt{\frac{V}{C/L}} \quad I_{PK} = \text{Peak discharge current (keep below 1000 amps)} \\
L = \text{Circuit inductance (use 0.5\mu H for best approximation)}
\]

\[
t_{1/3} = \pi \sqrt{\frac{L}{C}} \quad t_{1/3} = \text{Pulse width at 1/3 peak.}
\]

**Note:** Peak currents should be kept below 1000 amps. Exceeding this limit could cause envelope fracture, excessive electrode wear and premature darkening.

**Caution**

Some glass flashlamps are under high internal pressure, and, if broken, could result in glass particles being blown into the face and hand areas. To prevent injury, wear suitable protective devices such as safety glasses and/or face mask and gloves.

Some types of pulsed lamps generate intense ultraviolet radiation which, if not properly shielded from personnel in the area, will cause burns to any exposed skin and especially to the eyes. Do not expose any skin area or the eyes to the direct or reflected radiation of an operating lamp. If you have to view an operating lamp, always use protective covering for exposed skin area and ultraviolet-attenuating goggles for the eyes.
Artisan Technology Group is an independent supplier of quality pre-owned equipment.

Gold-standard solutions
Extend the life of your critical industrial, commercial, and military systems with our superior service and support.

We buy equipment
Planning to upgrade your current equipment? Have surplus equipment taking up shelf space? We'll give it a new home.

Learn more!
Visit us at artisantg.com for more info on price quotes, drivers, technical specifications, manuals, and documentation.

Artisan Scientific Corporation dba Artisan Technology Group is not an affiliate, representative, or authorized distributor for any manufacturer listed herein.

We're here to make your life easier. How can we help you today?
(217) 352-9330 | sales@artisantg.com | artisantg.com